It will be seen from the proof that Oι(f) is a coset under more general circumstances. The hypotheses stated here cover the case of a modified Postnikov system for a fibration F-+E-+B (not necessarily orientable) when dim X ^ 2C, C = connectivity of F.
For simplicity, all spaces are assumed to be path connected, pointed and to have the homotopy type of CW spaces. All maps are assumed pointed.
The result here seems to be new even for orientable systems. Results similar to this have been obtained, independently and earlier, by Mahowald [2] for orientable sphere bundles and Meyer [5] for 440 J. F. McCLENDON orientable ίibrations. However, neither shows that the obstruction is actually a coset. 2* Some definitions* First, recall from [Gitler 1] and [Siegel 7] the definition of L Φ (G, n) . Let φ; π -»autG be a homomorphism of a group π into the automorphism group of an abelian group G. Then there is an associated map φ from π into the group of base point preserving homeomorphisms of K(G, n)(K(G, n) is a pointed CW space which is an Eilenberg-MacLane space of type (G, n)). The following diagram is commutative 1) be the associated bundle with fiber K (G, n) . It has a natural section. (L, K) can be assumed to have the homotopy type of a CW pair. Let Γ be a local coefficient system on a space X classified by
^ where the latter is the set of homotopy classes of maps over K (see [Steenrod, 8] or [Olum, 6] ).
Now suppose, in general, that D-^-> W
• D and ώώ = identity. Define
) is a fibration with fiber ΩW (the ordinary loop space). Call it and any fibration induced from it a D-princίpal fibration. The following diagram is a pullback. (H, k) , K{π, 1)) which extends the classifying map for Γ'. This map determines a unique map from L Γ (G, n) to L Γ ,(Hj k) which is a map in TD = the category of spaces under and over D (see [3] ).
ΩW >PW
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Higher order operations can be defined by towers of K(π, 1)-principal fibrations such as the following one:
and £7^ -> L ά sends JD to ϋΓ(τr, 1). More specifically, Φ is defined by the following commutative diagram:
The L's may be replaced by products over K(π, 1) to give operations in several variables. Suppose in the stable case that f: D-» B is given and that all coefficient systems for the above tower are obtained by pullbaek from systems over B. Assume also that f
*:H*(B)-*H*(D)
is isomorphic for i < N and for all coefficient systems involved. Then there is a X f 5-operation Ψ such that if X >D >B the operations Φ XtX and Ψ x , fx are the same. This is proved by constructing a tower over B whose pullbaek is the given tower which defines the D-operation Φ.
The following lemma accounts for the "additive" in the main theorem. The proof will be given for secondary operations of one variable. The argument for higher order operations of several variables is quite similar (see [3] for the constant coefficient case).
First, we recall some facts from [3] . 
Proof of the lemma for primary operations. Let a be a primary operation. By definition a is represented by a map in Top D (also denoted by a) a: L Γ (G, n) -> L Γ ,(H, n f
). If n' < 2n (as in the present theorem) then it can be shown that a is a loop map in Top D so the operation is a homomorphism.
The map PW-+W defined by Z->ί(l) is a fibration in Top D. Any fibration induced from it by a map to W (classifying map) is called a principal fibration. If the classifying map is a loop map then the total space of the principal fibration is a loop space.
Consider the following two diagrams Proof of the lemma for secondary operations. Consider the following commutative diagram. If D = K(π, 1) -K the operations discussed above are closely related to those defined by Siegel in [7] . The difference is as follows. Let local coefficient systems Γ and Γ' on K(π, 1) be represented by
Then in the present paper a primary operation is represented by a map /: L Φ {G, n) -> Lψ(H\ k) which is a if-map, i.e., mf = I and fl -m. In SiegeΓs paper [7] , a primary operation may be represented by a map which is merely a map over K, i.e., mf ~ ϊ. The narrower definition of the present paper excludes the "characteristic operations" of [l, 7] . The advantage of the present approach is that all of the primary operations in the stable range are homomorphisms and the higher operations are additive relations. Presumably, the broader definition of [7] is more suitable for non-stable obstruction theory.
4.
Proof of the theorem* Consider the following diagram where the left hand column is obtained from the right hand column by pullback. Let s,-: Ei -*°E iti be the natural section for the projection Pji E itj -> E^ Let k) be the composition operation defined by E if2 +-E-+Ci. If C x is the product of L(G,n)'s over K then E ii2 is a corresponding product over E { of L E . (G, n -l) 's. This shows that O<(/) is a coset of the image of the stable Eoperation Φ defined by E it2 <-E->Ci. The hypotheses of the theorem and the remarks in the third paragraph of § 3 guarantee that there is a stable J5-operation Ψ with the same domain and image. This completes the proof.
